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Abstract

The accuracy and interpretability of a (non-life) insurance pricing model are essential quali-

ties to ensure fair and transparent premiums for policy-holders, that reflect their risk. In recent

years, classification and regression trees (CARTs) and their ensembles have gained popularity

in the actuarial literature, since they offer good prediction performance and are relatively easy

to interpret. In this paper, we introduce Bayesian CART models for insurance pricing, with a

particular focus on claims frequency modelling. In addition to the common Poisson and negative

binomial (NB) distributions used for claims frequency, we implement Bayesian CART for the

zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) distribution to address the difficulty arising from the imbalanced

insurance claims data. To this end, we introduce a general MCMC algorithm using data aug-

mentation methods for posterior tree exploration. We also introduce the deviance information

criterion (DIC) for tree model selection. The proposed models are able to identify trees which

can better classify the policy-holders into risk groups. Simulations and real insurance data will

be used to illustrate the applicability of these models.

Keywords: Bayesian CART; claims frequency; DIC; Insurance pricing; MCMC; negative

binomial distribution; zero-inflated Poisson distribution.

1 Introduction

An insurance policy refers to an agreement between an insurance company (the insurer) and a

policy-holder (the insured), in which the insurer promises to charge the insured a certain fee for

some unpredictable losses of the customer within a period of time, usually one year. The charged fee

is called a premium which includes a pure premium and other loadings such as operational costs. For

each policy, the pure premium is determined by multiple explanatory variables (such as characteris-

tics of the policy-holders, the insured objects, the geographical region, etc.), also called risk factors

[1]. The premium charged reflects the customer’s degree of risk; a higher premium suggests a poten-

tial higher risk, and vice versa. Therefore, it is necessary to use risk factors to classify policy-holders
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with similar risk profiles into the same tariff class. The insureds in the same group, all having similar

risk characteristics, will pay the same reasonable premium. The process of constructing these tariff

classes is also known as risk classification; see, e.g., [2, 3]. In the basic formula of non-life insurance

pricing, the pure premium is obtained by multiplying the expected claims frequency with the condi-

tional expectation of severity, assuming independence between frequency and severity; see, e.g., [4].

Hence, modelling the claims frequency represents an essential first step in non-life insurance pricing.

In this paper, we propose efficacious approaches (namely, Bayesian CARTs or BCART models) to

analyze imbalanced insurance claims frequency data.

Due to its flexibility in modelling a large number of distributions in the exponential family,

generalized linear models (GLMs), developed in [5], have been the industry-standard predictive

models for insurance pricing [2, 6]. Explanatory variables enter a GLM through a linear predictor,

leading to interpretable effects of the risk factors on the response. Extensions of GLMs to generalized

additive models (GAMs) to capture the nonlinear effects of risk factors sometimes offer more flexible

models. However, both GLMs and GAMs often fail to identify the complex interactions among risk

factors. Another popular classical method based on Bayesian statistics, the credibility method,

was introduced to deal with multi-level factors and lack of data issues; see, e.g., [1, 7]. Because

of the limitations of these classical statistical methods and equipped with continually developing

technologies, further research has recently turned to machine learning techniques. Several machine

learning methods such as neural networks, regression trees, bagging techniques, random forests

and boosting machines have been introduced in the context of insurance by adopting actuarial loss

distributions in these models to capture the characteristics of insurance claims. We refer to [8] for

a recent literature review on this topic and [9–11] for more detailed discussion.

Insurance pricing models are heavily regulated and they must meet specific requirements before

being deployed in practice, which posts some challenges for machine learning methods; see [4].

Therein, it is stressed that pricing models must be transparent and easy to communicate to all the

stakeholders and that the insurer has the social role of creating solidarity among the policy-holders so

that the use of machine learning for pricing should in no way lead to an extreme penalization of risk

or discrimination. The latter has also been noted recently in, e.g., [12, 13] where it is claimed that

prediction accuracy on an individual level should not be the ultimate goal in insurance pricing; one

also needs to ensure the balance property. Bearing these points in mind, researchers have concluded

that tree-based models are good candidates for insurance pricing [4, 14–17]. More precisely, the

use of CART, first introduced in [18], partitions a portfolio of policy-holders into smaller groups

of homogeneous risk profiles based on some risk factors in which a constant prediction is used for

each sub-group. This results in a highly transparent model and automatically induces solidarity

among the policy-holders in a sub-group. Although a large number of scholars have carried out

empirical and theoretical studies on the effectiveness of CART, limitations of the forward-search

recursive partitioning method used in CART have been identified. In particular, the predictive

performance tends to be low, and it is known to be unstable: small variations in the training set

can result in greatly different trees and different predictions for the same test examples. Due to

these limitations, more complex tree-based models that combine multiple trees in an ensemble have

been popular in insurance prediction and pricing, but these ensemble techniques usually introduce
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additional difficulties in model transparency. In this paper and the sequel, we propose BCART

models for insurance claims prediction. Instead of making an ensemble of trees, we look for one good

tree, which can improve the prediction ability whilst ensuring model transparency, by adopting a

Bayesian approach applied to CART.

BCART models were first introduced by Chipman et al. [19] and Denison et al. [20], indepen-

dently. The method has two basic components, prior specification (for the tree and its terminal node

parameters) and a stochastic search. The method is to obtain a posterior distribution given the prior,

thus leading the stochastic search towards more promising tree models. Compared with the tree

that CART generates by a greedy forward-search recursive partitioning method, the BCART model

generates a much better tree by an effective Bayesian-motivated stochastic search algorithm. This

has been justified by simulation examples (with Gaussian-distributed data) in the aforementioned

papers. Here, we show another simulation example with Poisson-distributed data to illustrate the

effectiveness of BCART. Specifically, we simulate 5,000 Poisson-distributed observations where the

Poisson intensity depends on two explanatory variables (or covariates) x1 and x2 as illustrated in

Figure 1. (See also Subsection 4.2.1 for a slightly more general simulation example.) It is clear from

the figure that the optimal partition of the covariate space consists of four regions where the data in

each region should follow a homogeneous Poisson distribution. Note that the “standard” CART will

not be able to find the correct partition of the data as the Poisson intensities are almost uniform for

both marginal distributions (see Figure 1) and no matter how the first split is chosen, it is difficult to

distinguish different Poisson intensities on the resulting subsets. In contrast, the proposed Poisson

BCART can retrieve the optimal tree structure since it has the ability to explore the tree space in

a global way (for example, it can modify previously chosen splits).

Since BCART models and their ensemble version – the Bayesian Additive Regression Trees

(BART) models – generally outperform other machine learning models, they have been extensively

studied in the literature; see, e.g., [21–25] and references therein. In particular, their excellent em-

pirical performance has also motivated works on their theoretical foundations; see [26, 27]. However,

in most of these studies, the focus has been on Gaussian-distributed data, with some exceptions such

as [24, 28]. It turns out that a data augmentation approach is needed when dealing with general

non-Gaussian data. The existing algorithms do not seem to be directly applicable to insurance data

for prediction and pricing. To cover this gap, as a first step we propose BCART models for claims

frequency taking account special features of insurance data such as the high number of zeros and

involvement of exposures. We refer to [29, 30] for a review of claims frequency modelling which also

includes some nice analyses on exposures.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We give a general MCMC algorithm for the BCART models applied to any distributed data,

where a data augmentation may be needed. In doing so, we follow some ideas in [31, 32].

• We introduce a novel model selection method for BCART models based on the deviance

information criterion (DIC). Note that DIC was introduced in [33] which appeared a few

years after the introduction of BCART [19]. The effectiveness of this approach is illustrated

by several designed simulation examples and real insurance data.
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Figure 1: Covariate partition for a Poisson-distributed simulation. Two covariates x1, x2 follow
uniform distribution, i.e., x1, x2 ∼ U{−3,−2,−1, 1, 2, 3}. The response variable, which is simulated
for the points, has Poisson intensity equal to 1 (circles) and 7 (triangles). Each bar represents the
average value (≈ 4) of Poisson intensity in that row/column of data.

• We implement the BCART for Poisson, NB and ZIP distributions which are not currently

available in any existing R packages. In particular, we introduce two different ways of incor-

porating exposure in the NB and ZIP models, following the lines of study in [29, 30]. The

simulation examples and real insurance data analysis show the applicability of these proposed

BCART models.

• To date, Bayesian tree-based models have not attracted enough attention compared to other

machine learning methods in the actuarial community. This first step of applying BCART

for claims frequency modelling will open the door for more sophisticated tree-based models to

meet the needs of the insurance industry.

Outline of the rest of the paper: In Section 2, we review the BCART framework which

includes an extension with data augmentation and a model selection method using DIC. Section 3

introduces the notation for insurance claims frequency data and five BCART models including a

Poisson model, two NB models and two ZIP models. In Section 4, we discuss the applicability of

the proposed BCART models using three simulation examples and a real insurance claims dataset.

Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2 Bayesian CART

We shall briefly review the BCART framework of the seminal paper [19]. We begin with the general

structure of a CART model. Consider a data set (X,y) =
(
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn)

)⊤
with n

observations. For the i-th observation, xi = (xi1, xi2, . . . , xip) is a vector of p explanatory variables

(or covariates) sampled from a space X , while yi is a response variable sampled from a space Y. For

our purpose of claims frequency modelling, Y will be a set of non-negative integers.

A CART has two main components: a binary tree T with b terminal nodes which induces a

partition of the covariate space X , denoted by {A1, . . . ,Ab}, and a parameter θ = (θ1,θ2, . . . ,θb)

which associates the parameter value θt with the t-th terminal node. Note that here we do not

specify the dimension and range of the parameter θt which should be clear in the considered context

below. If xi is located in the t-th terminal node (i.e., xi ∈ At), then yi has a distribution f
(
yi | θt

)
,

where f represents a parametric family indexed by θt.

By associating observations with the b terminal nodes in the tree T , we can represent the data

set as

(X,y) =
(
(X1,y1), (X2,y2) . . . , (Xb,yb)

)⊤
,

where yt = (yt1, . . . ytnt)
⊤

with nt denoting the number of observations and ytj denoting the j-th

observation in the t-th terminal node, andXt is an analogously defined nt×p design matrix. We shall

make the typical assumption that conditionally on (θ, T ), response variables within a terminal node

are independent and identically distributed (IID), and they are also independent across terminal

nodes. The CART model likelihood in this case will take the form

p(y | X,θ, T ) =

b∏
t=1

f
(
yt | θt

)
=

b∏
t=1

nt∏
i=1

f
(
yti | θt

)
. (1)

It is worth noting that instead of the IID assumption within the terminal nodes more general models

can be considered, see, e.g., [34, 35] and the references therein.

Given that (θ, T ) determines a CART model, a Bayesian analysis of the problem is conducted

by specifying a prior distribution p(θ, T ), and inference about θ and T will be based on the joint

posterior p(θ, T |y) using a suitable MCMC algorithm. Since θ indexes the parametric model whose

dimension depends on the number of terminal nodes of the tree, it is usually convenient to apply

the relationship

p(θ, T ) = p(θ | T )p(T ) (2)

and specify the tree prior distribution p(T ) and the terminal node parameter prior distribution

p(θ | T ), respectively. This strategy, introduced by [36], offers several advantages for Bayesian

model selection as outlined in [19].

2.1 Specification of tree prior p(T )

The prior for T has two components: a tree topology and a decision rule for each of the inter-

nal/branch nodes. We shall adopt the branching process prior for the topology of T proposed by
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Chipman et al. [19]. Due to its computational effectiveness using Metropolis-Hastings (MH) search

algorithms, this prior specification has been the most popular in the literature. A draw from this

prior is obtained by generating, for each node at depth d (with d = 0 for the root node), two child

nodes with probability

p(d) = γ (1 + d)
−ρ
, (3)

where γ > 0, ρ ≥ 0 are parameters controlling the structure and size of the tree. This process iterates

for d = 0, 1, . . . , until we reach a depth at which all the nodes cease growing. Note that p(d) is not a

probability mass function, but instead is the probability of a given node at depth d being converted

to a branch node. A sufficient condition for the termination of this branching process is that ρ > 0,

and the case ρ = 0 corresponds to the Galton-Watson process, see, e.g., [37]. We refer to [38] for

further theoretical discussion of this prior. Clearly, γ controls the overall rate of branching at a

node, and the larger ρ becomes, the less likely that deeper nodes will branch, resulting in relatively

smaller trees. In [19], some simulations about the number of terminal nodes associated with the

values of the pair (γ, ρ) are carried out, which have been used as a guidance when choosing these

parameters to generate trees with a certain number of terminal nodes.

After the tree topology is generated, each internal node is associated with a decision rule of the

form xl < cl or xl ∈ Cl according to whether xl is a continuous or a categorical explanatory variable,

where xl is selected independently and uniformly among the available explanatory variables for each

internal node, and the split value cl or split category subset Cl are selected uniformly among those

available for the selected variable xl. In practice, we only consider the overall set of possible split

values to be finite; if the l-th variable is continuous, the grid for the variable is either uniformly

spaced or given by a collection of observed quantiles of {xil, i = 1, 2, . . . , n}. If the l-th variable

is categorical, the split category subset Cl is usually selected uniformly among all possible subsets.

However, this approach may not be efficient in the (Bayesian) tree search, particularly when the

number of categorical levels of xl is large. Instead, we shall adopt the same treatment of categorical

variables as in the traditional CART greedy search algorithm. For example, in the Poisson case

this is done as follows: calculate for each available categorical level, say k, of xl in that node the

empirical frequency λ̄k(xl) and use this empirical frequency λ̄k(xl) as a numerical replacement for

the categorical level k of xl. A subset Cl will be selected uniformly based on the ordered values

λ̄k(xl).

Certainly, the design of tree prior can be more intricate than the one proposed in [19]. There have

been several alternatives discussed in the literature. In a recent contribution [27], the convergence of

the posterior distribution with a near-minimax concentration rate is studied, where it is shown that

the original proposal given by (3) does not decay at a fast enough rate to guarantee the optimal rate

of convergence. Instead, a sufficient condition for optimality is induced by the following probability

p(d) = γd, for some 0 < γ < 1/2.

Most recently, it is noted in [39] that the original proposal (3) can still offer better empirical so-

lutions. We believe further theoretical and empirical studies in this direction are still needed. An

alternative to the branching process prior is to specify a prior directly on the number of leaves and
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a conditionally-uniform prior on the space of trees. In [20], a Poisson-distributed prior is used for

the number of leaves, and then a uniform prior over valid trees (i.e., trees with no empty bottom

leaves) with that number of leaves is imposed. As noticed by [40], the uniform prior over valid trees

in [20] tends to produce more unbalanced trees than balanced ones. Instead, they propose a pinball

prior which can generate balanced or skewed trees by adjusting a hyper-parameter. Furthermore,

instead of uniformly selecting the split value, a normal distribution is used for the split value in their

simulation and real data analysis in [40]. Recently, some other tree priors have also been introduced

for the purpose of variable selection (particularly when p > n), see, e.g., [27, 38, 41, 42]. In [38], the

author proposes a sparsity-inducing Dirichlet prior for the splitting proportions of the explanatory

variables, resulting in this prior allows the model to perform a fully Bayesian variable selection.

Furthermore, in [27, 42] a spike-and-tree variant is proposed by injecting one more layer on top of

the prior used in [20], that is, a prior over the active set of explanatory variables.

In our current implementation, we adopt the uniform specification for both variable and split

value in each of the internal nodes, which is natural and simple. It is also noted in [19] that it

would be beneficial to incorporate expert knowledge on the prior specification (i.e., using a non-

uniform prior), however, our simulation studies in Section 4.2.1 show that using the uniform prior

is able to identify the correct splitting rules even in the presence of noise variables. This seems to

be a consequence of the Metropolis-Hastings random search steps, which tends to not accept noise

splitting variables. We refer to [41] for some relevant discussions with the same conclusion.

2.2 Specification of the terminal node parameter prior p(θ | T )

When choosing p(θ | T ), it is vital to realize that employing priors that allow for analytical simpli-

fication can greatly reduce the computational burden of posterior calculation and exploration. This

is especially true for the choice of the form p(θ | T ) for which it is possible to analytically margin

out θ to obtain the integrated likelihood

p(y | X, T ) =

∫
p(y | X,θ, T )p(θ | T )dθ =

b∏
t=1

∫
f
(
yt | θt

)
p(θt)dθt

=

b∏
t=1

∫ nt∏
i=1

f
(
yti | θt

)
p(θt)dθt, (4)

where in the second equality we assume that conditional on the tree T with b terminal nodes as above,

the parameters θt, t = 1, 2, . . . , b, have IID priors p(θt), which is a common assumption. Examples

where this integration has a closed-form expression can be found in, e.g., [19, 21], particularly for

Gaussian-distributed data y. When no such priors can be found, we have to resort to the technique

of data augmentation (see, e.g., [24, 28, 43]) which will be discussed later. Combining the integrated

likelihood p(y | X, T ) with tree prior p(T ), allows us to calculate the posterior of T

p(T | X,y) ∝ p(y | X, T )p(T ). (5)

When using MCMC to conduct Bayesian inference, T can be updated using an MH algorithm
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with the right-hand side of (5) used to compute the acceptance ratio. These MH simulations can be

used to stochastically search the posterior space over trees to determine the high posterior probability

trees from which we can choose a best one. The posterior sequence for θ is then obtained using an

additional Gibbs sampler. It is worth noting that by integrating out θ in (4) we avoid the possible

complexities associated with reversible jumps between continuous spaces of varying dimensions [22,

44].

2.3 Stochastic search of posterior trees and parameters

Starting from the root node, the MCMC algorithm for simulating a Markov chain sequence of pairs(
θ(1), T (1)

)
,
(
θ(2), T (2)

)
, . . . , using the posterior given in (5), is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 One step of the MCMC algorithm for updating the BCART parameterized by (θ, T )

Input: Data (X,y) and current values
(
θ(m), T (m)

)
1: Generate a candidate value T ∗ with probability distribution q

(
T (m), T ∗

)
2: Set the acceptance ratio α

(
T (m), T ∗

)
= min

{
q
(
T ∗,T (m)

)
q(T (m),T ∗)

p(y|X,T ∗)
p(y|X,T (m))

p(T ∗)
p(T (m))

, 1

}
3: Update T (m+1) = T ∗ with probability α

(
T (m), T ∗

)
, otherwise, set T (m+1) = T (m)

4: Sample θ(m+1) ∼ p
(
θ | T (m+1),X,y

)
Output: New values

(
θ(m+1), T (m+1)

)
In Algorithm 1, commonly used proposals (or transitions) for q(·, ·) include grow, prune, change

and swap (see [19]), which are usually selected equal probability (i.e., 1/4 each). Other proposals

have been suggested to improve the mixing of simulated trees, but these are often difficult to put

into practice; see, e.g., [40, 45]. One of the appealing features of these four proposals is that

grow and prune steps are reversible counterparts of one another and both change and swap steps are

independently reversible. As noticed in [19], this is very attractive for the calculation of α
(
T (m), T ∗

)
in Algorithm 1, since there are substantial cancellations in the ratio (see also [46] for detailed

calculations). In our implementation, we consider these four proposals detailed as follows:

• Grow: Randomly select a terminal node. Split it into two new child nodes and randomly

assign it a decision rule according to the prior specified in Section 2.1 until the resulting two

child nodes satisfy a minimum observation requirement. If no such decision rule exists, draw a

new terminal node (without replacement) and try again. If no such terminal node exists, stop

grow.

• Prune: A terminal node is randomly selected. The chosen node and its sibling node are pruned

into the direct parent node which then becomes a new terminal node.

• Change: apply one of the following two types of change to a selected internal node:

– Change1: Reassign randomly only the split value/category subset according to the prior

specified in Section 2.1.
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– Change2: Reassign randomly both the splitting variable and the corresponding split

value/category subset according to the prior specified in Section 2.1.

In each of the above changes, randomly select an internal node with the reassignment selected

at random from a set (without replacement) until the updated nodes satisfy the minimum

observation requirement. If no such reassignment exists, draw a new internal node (without

replacement) and try again. If no such internal node exists, stop change.

• Swap: Randomly pick a parent-child pair which are both internal nodes and swap their decision

rules until the updated nodes satisfy the minimum observation requirement. If no such parent-

child pair exists, stop swap.

Remark 1 (a). Note that in step 4 of Algorithm 1, sampling of θ(m+1) is needed only for those

nodes that were involved in the proposed move from T (m) to T ∗ and only when this move was

accepted.

(b). In comparison to [19], we apply two types of change moves as discussed in [20]. The introduc-

tion of these two types of change is helpful to improve the mixing of posterior trees, as demonstrated

by our simulation study in Section 4.2.1. Moreover, it is noted that a swap between a parent-child pair

with splits using the same variable is impossible. Considering this in our implementation improves

the computational efficiency.

2.4 MCMC algorithm with data augmentation

In this section, we discuss the case where there is no obvious prior distribution p(θt) such that the

integration in (4) is of closed-form, particularly, for non-Gaussian data y. In this case, we shall use

a data augmentation method in implementing the MCMC algorithm. Some special cases have been

discussed in [22, 24, 28, 43].

The term data augmentation originated from Tanner and Wong’s data augmentation algorithm

[47]. It is introduced purely for computational purposes and a latent variable is required so that

the original distribution is the marginal distribution of the augmented one. We refer to [32] for an

overview of data augmentation and relevant theory. For our purpose, we augment the data y by

introducing a latent variable z = (z1, z2, . . . , zn) so that the integration in (7) below is computable for

augmented data (y, z). To this end, we shall follow the idea of marginal augmentation introduced in

[31] (see also [32]). In their framework, our parameter θ can be interpreted as a working parameter,

and thus the integrated likelihood is given as

p(y | X, T ) =

∫
p(y, z | X, T )dz, (6)

where

p(y, z | X, T ) =

∫
p(y, z | X,θ, T )p(θ | T )dθ =

b∏
t=1

∫
f
(
yt, zt | θt

)
p(θt)dθt
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=

b∏
t=1

∫ nt∏
i=1

f
(
yti, zti | θt

)
p(θt)dθt, (7)

with zt = (zt1, zt2, . . . , ztnt
) defined according to the partition of X and with obvious independence

assumed. Following Scheme 3 of [31] (see also Section 3 of [32]), we propose the following Algorithm

2 to simulate a Markov chain sequence of pairs
(
θ(1), T (1)

)
,
(
θ(2), T (2)

)
, . . . , starting from the root

node.

Algorithm 2 One step of the MCMC algorithm for updating the BCART parameterized by (θ, T )
using data augmentation

Input: Data (X,y) and current values
(
θ(m), T (m), z(m)

)
1: Generate a candidate value T ∗ with probability distribution q

(
T (m), T ∗

)
2: Sample z(m+1) ∼ p(z | X,y,θ(m), T (m))

3: Set the acceptance ratio α
(
T (m), T ∗

)
= min

{
q
(
T ∗,T (m)

)
q(T (m),T ∗)

p
(
y,z(m+1)|X,T ∗

)
p(y,z(m)|X,T (m))

p(T ∗)
p(T (m))

, 1

}
4: Update T (m+1) = T ∗ with probability α

(
T (m), T ∗

)
, otherwise, set T (m+1) = T (m)

5: Sample θ(m+1) ∼ p
(
θ | T (m+1),X,y, z(m+1)

)
Output: New values

(
θ(m+1), T (m+1), z(m+1)

)

Note that in some cases introducing one latent variable z is insufficient to obtain a closed-form

for the integration in (7); more latent variables may be required. In that case, we can easily extend

Algorithm 2 to include multivariate latent variables and use the Gibbs sampler in step 2. Clearly, the

more latent variables used, the slower the convergence of the Markov chain sequence. As discussed

in [32], it is an “art” to search for efficient data augmentation schemes. We discus this point later

for the claims frequency models.

Remark 2 Similar to Algorithm 1, in step 2 and step 5 of Algorithm 2 the sampling is needed only

for those nodes that were involved in the proposed move from T (m) to T ∗, and step 5 is needed only

when this move was accepted.

2.5 Posterior tree selection and prediction

The MCMC algorithms described in the previous section can be used to search for desirable trees.

However, as discussed in [19] and illustrated below in our analysis, the algorithms quickly converge

and then move locally in that region for a long time, which occurs because proposals make local

moves over a sharply peaked multimodal posterior. Instead of making long runs of search to move

from one mode to another better one, we follow the idea of [19] to repeatedly restart the algorithm.

As many trees are visited by each run of the algorithm, we need a method to identify those trees

which are of most interest. Moreover, the structure of trees in the convergence regions is mostly

determined by the hyper-parameters γ, ρ which also need to be chosen appropriately. In [19], the

integrated likelihood p(y | X,T ) is used as a measure to choose good trees from one run of the
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algorithm, though other measures, like residual sum of squares, could also be introduced. However,

there is no discussion on how the tree prior hyper-parameters γ, ρ should be determined optimally.

A natural way to deal with this is to use cross-validation which, however, requires repeated model

fits and is very computationally expensive. In this paper, we propose to use DIC for choosing

appropriate γ, ρ, and thus introduce a three-step approach for selecting an “optimal” tree among

those visited. To this end, we first give a definition of DIC for a Bayesian CART. We refer to [33,

48–50] for more detailed discussion of DIC and its extensions.

Consider the tree T with b terminal nodes and parameters θt, t = 1, 2, . . . , b, previously defined.

We first introduce DIC for each node using the standard definition, the DIC for the tree is then

defined as the sum of the DIC of all terminal nodes in the tree due to the independence assumption.

For node t, we call

D(θt) = −2 log(f(yt | θt)) = −2

nt∑
i=1

log(f(yti | θt)) (8)

the deviance.

Analogously to Akaike’s information criterion (AIC), Spiegelhalter et al. [33] proposed the DIC

based on the principle DIC=“goodness of fit”+“complexity”, which is defined as

DICt = D(θt) + 2pDt,

where θt = Epost(θt) is the posterior mean (with Epost denoting expectation over the posterior

distribution of θ given data y), and pDt is the effective number of parameters given by

pDt = D(θt)−D(θt) = −2Epost(log(f(yt | θt))) + 2 log(f(yt | θt))

= 2

nt∑
i=1

(
log(f(yti | θt))− Epost(log(f(yti | θt)))

)
. (9)

The DIC of the tree T with b terminal nodes is then defined as

DIC :=

b∑
t=1

DICt = D(θ) + 2pD, (10)

where D(θ) =
∑b

t=1D(θt) and pD =
∑b

t=1 pDt are the deviance and effective number of parameters

of the tree.

Next, we introduce DIC for tree models with data augmentation. Depending on whether the

latent variable z is treated as a parameter or not, there are three types of likelihoods leading to

eight versions of DIC as discussed in [48]. Due to the complexity in implementing any of those eight

and motivated by the idea that DIC=“goodness of fit”+“complexity”, we introduce a new DIC for

node t in the tree as follows

DICt = D(θt) + 2qDt, (11)
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where D(θt) is the deviance defined through the data yt (as in (8)) which represents the goodness

of fit, and qDt is the effective number of parameters defined through the augmented data (yt, zt) as

follows

qDt = −2Epost(log(f(yt, zt | θt))) + 2 log(f(yt, zt | θt))

= 2

nt∑
i=1

(
log(f(yti, zti | θt))− Epost(log(f(yti, zti | θt)))

)
, (12)

where θt = Epost(θt), and in this case Epost denotes expectation over the posterior distribution of θ

given augmented data (y, z). As we will see below, for the frequency models, qDt is approximately

the dimension of θt as the sample size nt in node t tends to infinity. Similarly, the DIC of tree T
with b terminal nodes is thus defined as

DIC = D(θ) + 2qD, (13)

where qD =
∑b

t=1 qDt.

Remark 3 (a). Note that DIC is defined using plug-in prediction densities f(yti | θt) in (9) (simi-

larly f(yti, zti | θt) in (12)). More recently, a new criterion called WAIC was introduced by Watababe

[51] (see also [49, 50]), where in its definition the plug-in prediction density is replaced by the full

prediction density Epost(f(yti | θt)). When the explicit expression is not available, this posterior

expectation is usually computed by a Monte Carlo algorithm as S−1
∑S

k=1 f(yti | θk), where θk is

simulated from the posterior distribution of θt. In the following section, we will see that this posterior

expectation can be obtained explicitly for the Poisson model, but not for other models. It turns out

that using WAIC gives the same selected model as DIC in our simulation examples. Additionally,

since it involves Monte Carlo algorithm and as such could be considerably more computationally

expensive, we suggest using DIC.

(b). It is worth noting that if the independence assumption within the terminal nodes is violated

(e.g., [34, 35]), the DIC may also be used as a tool for model selection but the formulation would not

be of the simple summation form as in (8). We refer to [33] for examples and relevant discussions.

Now, we are ready to introduce the three-step approach for selecting an “optimal” tree from the

MCMC algorithms. Let ms < me be two user input integers which represent the belief that the

optimal number of terminal nodes lies in [ms,me]. In practice, these can be estimated first by using

some other methods, e.g., a standard CART model. The three-step approach is described in Table

1. In what follows, the tree selected by using the three-step approach will be called an “optimal”

tree.

Remark 4 (a). The relation between hyper-parameters (γj , ρj) and the distribution of the number

of terminal nodes of tree has been illustrated in [19]. It does not seem hard to set values for (γj , ρj)

so that the MCMC algorithms will converge to a region of trees with required j terminal nodes. It is

also worth noting that the distribution of the number of terminal nodes is also affected by the data

in hand, which can be seen from the calculation of the acceptance ratio in the MCMC algorithms.
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Table 1: Three-step approach for “optimal” tree selection

Step 1: Set a sequence of hyper-parameters (γj , ρj), j = ms, . . . ,me, such that for
(γj , ρj), the MCMC algorithm converges to a region of trees which have j
terminal nodes.

Step 2: For each j in Step 1, select the tree with maximum likelihood p(y | X,θ, T )
from the convergence region.

Step 3: From the trees obtained in Step 2, select the optimal one using DIC.

In our simulations and real data analysis below, we have to select a relatively larger ρ in order to

achieve our goals.

(b). In Step 2, the so-called data likelihood p(y | X,θ, T ), rather than the integrated likelihood

p(y | X, T ), is used, which is due to our interest in the fit of the parametric model to data. The

simulations and real data in Section 4 indicate that these two types of likelihood show a consistency

in the ordering of their values, and thus we suspect there is no big difference using either of them.

Suppose T with b terminal nodes and parameter θ is the optimal tree obtained from the above

three-step approach. For a given new x the predicted ŷ using this tree model is defined as

ŷ | x =

b∑
t=1

E(y | θt)I(x∈At), (14)

where I(·) denotes the indicator function and {At}bt=1 is the partition of X by T .

Remark 5 An alternative prediction given x can be defined using the full predictive density as

ŷ | x =

b∑
t=1

Epost(E(y | θt))I(x∈At). (15)

However, for the frequency models the explicit expression can be found only for the Poisson case,

and for other models the Monte Carlo method is needed to estimate the posterior expectation. Thus,

we shall use (14) for simplicity.

3 Bayesian CART claims frequency models

In this section, we introduce the BCART for insurance claims frequency by specifying the response

distribution in the general framework introduced in Section 2. We shall discuss three commonly

used distributions in the literature to model the claim numbers, namely, Poisson, NB and ZIP

distributions; see, e.g., [10, 29, 30]. To this end, we first introduce the claims data. A claims data

set with n policy-holders can be described by (X,v,N) =
(
(x1, v1, N1), . . . , (xn, vn, Nn)

)⊤
, where

xi = (xi1, . . . , xip) ∈ X consists of rating variables (e.g., area, driver age, car brand in car insurance);

Ni is the number of claims reported, and vi ∈ (0, 1] is the exposure in yearly units which is used to

quantify how long the policy-holder is exposed to risk. The goal is to explain and predict the claims

information Ni based on the rating variables xi and the exposure vi for each individual policy i,
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which leads to the claims frequency, i.e., the number of claims filed per unit year of exposure to risk.

We will discuss below how this can be done with BCART models.

3.1 Poisson model

Consider a tree T with b terminal nodes as discussed in Section 2. In a Poisson model, we assume

Ni | xi, vi ∼ Poi

vi b∑
t=1

λtI(xi∈At)


for the i-th observation where At is a partition of X . Here we use the standard notation λt for claims

frequency rather than the generic notation θt for the parameter in terminal node t. Essentially, we

have specified the distribution f(yi | θt) for terminal node t (see Section 2) as

fP
(
m | λt

)
= P

(
Ni = m | λt

)
=
e−λtvi(λtvi)

m

m!
, m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (16)

for the i-th observation such that xi ∈ At. Note that, for simplicity, here and hereafter, the exposure

vi and xi will be compressed in some notation. Based on the discussions in Section 2.2, we choose

the gamma prior for λt with hyper-parameters α, β > 0, that is,

p (λt) =
βαλt

α−1e−βλt

Γ(α)
, (17)

with Γ(·) denoting the gamma function. As in Section 2, for terminal node t we define the associated

data as
(
Xt,vt,Nt) = ((Xt1, vt1, Nt1), . . . , (Xtnt , vtnt , Ntnt)

)⊤
. With the above gamma prior, the

integrated likelihood for terminal node t can be obtained as

pP
(
Nt | Xt,vt

)
=

∫ ∞

0

fP
(
Nt | λt

)
p(λt)dλt

=

∫ ∞

0

nt∏
i=1

e−λtvti(λtvti)
Nti

Nti!

βαλt
α−1e−βλt

Γ(α)
dλt

=
βα
∏nt

i=1 v
Nti
ti

Γ(α)
∏nt

i=1Nti!

∫ ∞

0

λ
∑nt

i=1 Nti+α−1
t e−(

∑nt
i=1 vti+β)λtdλt

=
βα
∏nt

i=1 v
Nti
ti

Γ(α)
∏nt

i=1Nti!

Γ(
∑nt

i=1Nti + α)

(
∑nt

i=1 vti + β)
∑nt

i=1 Nti+α
.

(18)

Clearly, from (18), we see that the posterior distribution of λt, conditional on Nt, is given by

λt | Nt ∼ Gamma

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α,

nt∑
i=1

vti + β

 . (19)
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The integrated likelihood for the tree T is thus given by

pP
(
N | X,v, T

)
=

b∏
t=1

pP
(
Nt | Xt,vt

)
. (20)

Next, we discuss the DIC for this tree, focusing on DICt for terminal node t. First, we have

D (λt) = −2

nt∑
i=1

log fP(Nti | λt) = −2

nt∑
i=1

(
−λtvti +Nti log (λtvti)− log (Nti!)

)
, (21)

and by (19) we get the posterior mean for λt as

λt = Epost(λt) =

∑nt

i=1Nti + α∑nt

i=1 vti + β
. (22)

Furthermore, we derive that

D (λt) = Epost

(
D (λt)

)
= 2

nt∑
i=1

vtiEpost (λt)− 2

nt∑
i=1

NtiEpost

(
log (λt) + log (vti)

)
+ 2

nt∑
i=1

log (Nti!)

= 2

(∑nt

i=1Nti + α∑nt

i=1 vti + β

)
nt∑
i=1

vti − 2

ψ
 nt∑

i=1

Nti + α

− log

 nt∑
i=1

vti + β


 nt∑

i=1

Nti

−2

nt∑
i=1

Nti log (vti) + 2

nt∑
i=1

log (Nti!) , (23)

where we have used the fact that

Epost

(
log (λt)

)
= ψ

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α

− log

 nt∑
i=1

vti + β

 ,

with ψ(x) = Γ′(x)/Γ(x) being the digamma function. Using (21)–(23), we obtain the effective

number of parameters for terminal node t as

pDt = D(λt)−D(λt)

= 2

log

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α

− ψ

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α


 nt∑

i=1

Nti,
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and

DICt = D
(
λt

)
+ 2pDt

= 2

(∑nt

i=1Nti + α∑nt

i=1 vti + β

)
nt∑
i=1

vti − 2

nt∑
i=1

Nti

log

(∑nt

i=1Nti + α∑nt

i=1 vti + β

)
+ log (vti)

+ 2

nt∑
i=1

log (Nti!)

+ 4

log

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α

− ψ

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α


 nt∑

i=1

Nti.

Then the DIC of tree T is obtained using (10).

Remark 6 Since ψ(x) = log(x) − 1
2x (1 + o(x)), as x → ∞, we immediately see that pDt → 1 as

nt → ∞. This explains the name of effective number of parameters in the Bayesian framework, as

1 is the number of parameters in the terminal node t for Poisson model if a flat prior is assumed

for λt.

With the above (19)–(20) and DIC obtained, we can use the three-step approach proposed in

Section 2.5 to search for an optimal tree, where (19) and (20) should be used in step 4 and step 2,

respectively, in Algorithm 1. Given an optimal tree, the estimated claims frequency λt in terminal

node t can be given by the posterior mean in (22), using (14). It is worth noting that we can obtain

the same estimate by using (15) instead.

3.2 Negative binomial models

The NB distribution, a member of mixed Poisson family, offers an effective way to handle over-

dispersed insurance claims frequency data where excessive zeros are common.

Consider the tree T with b terminal nodes as before. In the NB model, we assume that Nti |
Xti, vti follows a NB distribution for all terminal nodes, t = 1, . . . , b. There are different ways to

parameterize the NB distribution, particularly with the exposure, see, e.g., [10, 29]. We shall discuss

two models below.

3.2.1 Negative binomial model 1 (NB1)

We first adopt the most common parameterization of the NB distribution, see, e.g., [24]. That is,

for terminal node t,

fNB1(m | κt, λt) = P (Nti = m | κt, λt)

=
Γ(m+ κt)

Γ(κt)m!

(
κt

κt + λtvti

)κt
(

λtvti
κt + λtvti

)m

, m = 0, 1, . . . , (24)

where κt, λt > 0. It is easy to show that the mean and variance of Nti are given by

E(Nti | κt, λt) = λtvti, Var(Nti | κt, λt) = λtvti

(
1 +

λtvti
κt

)
. (25)
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The degree of over-dispersion in relation to the Poisson is controlled by the additional parameter κt

in the NB model, which converges to the Poisson model as κt → ∞.

In NB regression, the lack of simple and efficient algorithms for posterior computation has seri-

ously limited routine applications of Bayesian approaches. Recent studies make Bayesian approaches

appealing by introducing data augmentation techniques; see, e.g., [24, 52]. In order to save on total

computational time of the algorithm and avoid the difficulty of finding an appropriate prior for κt

with corresponding data augmentation, we shall treat the parameter κt as known in the Bayesian

framework which can be estimated upfront by using, e.g., the moment matching method. However,

in line with the Poisson model, we shall treat λt as uncertain and use a gamma prior with corre-

sponding data augmentation. Based on the formulas given in (25), we can estimate the parameter

κt, using the moment matching method, see, e.g., Chapter 2 of [6] as follows

κ̂t =
λ̂2t

V̂ 2
t − λ̂t

1

nt − 1

 nt∑
i=1

vti −
∑nt

i=1 v
2
ti∑nt

i=1 vti

 , (26)

where

V̂ 2
t =

1

nt − 1

nt∑
i=1

vti

(
Nti

vti
− λ̂t

)2

, λ̂t =

∑nt

i=1Nti∑nt

i=1 vti
. (27)

Next, introducing a latent variable ξt = (ξt1, ξt2, . . . , ξtnt) ∈ (0,∞)nt , we can define a data

augmented likelihood for the i-th data instance in terminal node t as

fNB1

(
Nti, ξti | κ̂t, λt

)
= (λtvti)

Nti e−ξtiλtvti
κ̂κ̂t
t ξ

κ̂t+Nti−1
ti e−ξtiκ̂t

Γ(κ̂t)Nti!
. (28)

It is easily checked that integrating over ξti ∈ (0,∞) in (28) yields the marginal distribution (24).

Further, we see that ξti, given data Nti and parameters, is gamma distributed, i.e.,

ξti | Nti, κ̂t, λt ∼ Gamma (κ̂t +Nti, κ̂t + λtvti) . (29)

Given the data augmented likelihood in (28), the estimated parameter κ̂t using (26), and a

conjugate gamma prior for λt with hyper-parameters α, β > 0 (cf. (17)), we can derive the integrated

augmented likelihood for the terminal node t as follows

pNB1

(
Nt, ξt | Xt,vt, κ̂t

)
=

∫ ∞

0

fNB1

(
Nt, ξt | κ̂t, λt

)
p(λt)dλt

=

∫ ∞

0

nt∏
i=1

[
(λtvti)

Nti e−ξtiλtvti
κ̂κ̂t
t ξ

κ̂t+Nti−1
ti e−ξtiκ̂t

Γ(κ̂t)Nti!

]
βαλt

α−1e−βλt

Γ(α)
dλt

=
κ̂κ̂t
t β

α

Γ(κ̂t)Γ(α)

nt∏
i=1

[
vNti
ti

Nti!
ξκ̂t+Nti−1
ti e−ξtiκ̂t

]
Γ(
∑nt

i=1Nti + α)

(
∑nt

i=1 ξtivti + β)
∑nt

i=1 Nti+α
.

(30)

Moreover, from the above we see that the posterior distribution of λt given the augmented data
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(Nt, ξt), is given by

λt | Nt, ξt ∼ Gamma

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α,

nt∑
i=1

ξtivti + β

 .

The integrated augmented likelihood for the tree T is thus given by

pNB1

(
N , ξ | X,v, κ̂, T

)
=

b∏
t=1

pNB1

(
Nt, ξt | Xt,vt, κ̂t

)
. (31)

Now, we discuss the DIC for this tree. Since we only consider uncertainty for λ but not for κ,

the DIC defined in (13) cannot be adopted directly. Thus, using the idea that DIC=“goodness of

fit”+“complexity”, we can introduce a new DICt for terminal node t as follows

DICt = D(λt) + 2rDt.

Here, the goodness of fit is given by

D(λt) = −2

nt∑
i=1

log fNB1(Nti | κ̂t, λt),

and the effective number of parameters rDt is given by

rDt = 1 + 2

nt∑
i=1

(
log(fNB1(Nti, ξti | κ̂t, λt))− Epost(log(fNB1(Nti, ξti | κ̂t, λt)))

)
, (32)

where 1 represents the number for κt and the second part is for λt,

λt =

∑nt

i=1Nti + α∑nt

i=1 ξtivti + β
,

and

Epost(log(fNB1(Nti, ξti | κ̂t, λt)))

= −2

nt∑
i=1

Nti

log(vti) + ψ

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α

− log

 nt∑
i=1

ξtivti + β


+ 2

( ∑nt

i=1Nti + α∑nt

i=1 ξtivti + β

)
nt∑
i=1

ξtivti

+2

nt∑
i=1

(
log (Nti!)− (κ̂t +Nti − 1) log (ξti) + ξtiκ̂t

)
+ 2(log(Γ(κ̂t))− κ̂t log(κ̂t)). (33)

Therefore, a direct calculation shows that the effective number of parameters for terminal node t is

given by

rDt = 1 + 2

log

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α

− ψ

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α


 nt∑

i=1

Nti,
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and thus

DICt = D
(
λt

)
+ 2rDt

= −2

nt∑
i=1

Nti

log(vti) + log

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α

− log

 nt∑
i=1

ξtivti + β


+ 2

( ∑nt

i=1Nti + α∑nt

i=1 ξtivti + β

)
nt∑
i=1

ξtivti

+ 2

nt∑
i=1

(
log (Nti!)− (κ̂t +Nti − 1) log (ξti) + ξtiκ̂t

)
+ 2(log(Γ(κ̂t))− κ̂t log(κ̂t))

+ 2 + 4

log

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α

− ψ

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α


 nt∑

i=1

Nti.

3.2.2 Negative binomial model 2 (NB2)

We now consider another parameterization of the NB distribution, see, e.g., [10, 29]. Now, for

terminal node t,

fNB2(m | κt, λt) = P (Nti = m | κt, λt)

=
Γ(m+ κtvti)

Γ(κtvti)m!

(
κt

κt + λt

)κtvti ( λt
κt + λt

)m

, m = 0, 1, . . . . (34)

It is easy to show that the mean of Nti is the same as in (25), but the variance becomes

Var(Nti | κt, λt) = λtvti

(
1 +

λt
κt

)
. (35)

This formulation yields a fixed over-dispersion of size λt/κt which does not depend on the exposure

vti, and thus it is sometimes preferred (see [10]) and has been judged as more effective for real

insurance data analysis (see [29]).

We use the same way to deal with κt and λt as in the previous subsection. Using the same

approach as Chapter 2 of [6], we can estimate the parameter κt as follows

κ̂t =
λ̂2t

V̂ 2
t − λ̂t

, (36)

where V̂ 2
t and λ̂t are given in (27). Note that this parameterization offers a simpler estimation for

κ̂t, and that λ̂t is a minimal variance estimator; see [6].

Similarly as before, we can define a data augmented likelihood for the i-th data instance in

terminal node t as

fNB2

(
Nti, ξti | κ̂t, λt

)
= (λtvti)

Nti e−ξtiλtvti
(κ̂tvti)

κ̂tvtiξκ̂tvti+Nti−1
ti e−ξtiκ̂tvti

Γ(κ̂tvti)Nti!
. (37)
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Further, we see that ξti, given data Nti and parameters, has a gamma distribution, i.e.,

ξti | Nti, κ̂t, λt ∼ Gamma (κ̂tvti +Nti, κ̂tvti + λtvti) . (38)

Given the data augmented likelihood in (37), the estimated parameter κ̂t using (36), and a con-

jugate gamma prior for λt with hyper-parameters α, β > 0, we can derive the integrated augmented

likelihood for terminal node t as follows

pNB2

(
Nt, ξt | Xt,vt, κ̂t

)
=

βα

Γ(α)

nt∏
i=1

[
(κ̂tvti)

κ̂tvtivNti
ti

Γ(κ̂tvti)Nti!
ξκ̂tvti+Nti−1
ti e−ξtiκ̂tvti

]
Γ(
∑nt

i=1Nti + α)

(
∑nt

i=1 ξtivti + β)
∑nt

i=1 Nti+α
.

(39)

From the above we see that the posterior distribution of λt, given the augmented data (Nt, ξt), is

given by

λt | Nt, ξt ∼ Gamma

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α,

nt∑
i=1

ξtivti + β

 .

The integrated augmented likelihood for the tree T is thus given by

pNB2

(
N , ξ | X,v, κ̂, T

)
=

b∏
t=1

pNB2

(
Nt, ξt | Xt,vt, κ̂t

)
. (40)

Now, we discuss the DICt for terminal node t of this tree. Similarly, as in the previous subsection,

we can easily check that

DICt = D
(
λt

)
+ 2rDt

= −2

nt∑
i=1

Nti

log(vti) + log

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α

− log

 nt∑
i=1

ξtivti + β


+ 2

( ∑nt

i=1Nti + α∑nt

i=1 ξtivti + β

)
nt∑
i=1

ξtivti

+ 2

nt∑
i=1

(
log(Γ(κ̂tvti)) + log (Nti!)− κ̂tvti log(κ̂tvti)− (κ̂tvti +Nti − 1) log (ξti) + ξtiκ̂tvti

)

+ 2 + 4

log

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α

− ψ

 nt∑
i=1

Nti + α


 nt∑

i=1

Nti.

For the above two NB models, the DIC of tree T is obtained by using (10).

With the above formulas derived in the two subsections for NB models, we can use the three-step

approach proposed in Section 2.5, together with Algorithm 3, to search for an optimal tree and then

obtain predictions for new data.

Remark 7 (a). In step 4 of Algorithm 3, pNB should be understood as either pNB1 or pNB2. Similar

to Algorithms 1 and 2, the sampling steps in Algorithm 3 should be done when necessary.

(b). It is worth noting that our way of dealing with the parameter κ is different from that in [24]
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Algorithm 3 One step of the MCMC algorithm for the NB BCART parameterized by (κ,λ, T )
using data augmentation

Input: Data (X,v,N) and current values
(
κ̂(m),λ(m), T (m), ξ(m)

)
1: Generate a candidate value T ∗ with probability distribution q

(
T (m), T ∗

)
2: Estimate κ̂(m), using (26) (or (36))
3: Sample ξ(m+1) ∼ p(ξ | X,v,N , κ̂(m+1),λ(m), T (m)), using (29) (or (38))

4: Set the acceptance ratio α
(
T (m), T ∗

)
= min

{
q
(
T ∗,T (m)

)
q(T (m),T ∗)

pNB

(
N ,ξ(m+1)|X,v,κ̂(m+1),T ∗

)
pNB(N ,ξ(m)|X,v,κ̂(m),T (m))

p(T ∗)
p(T (m))

, 1

}
5: Update T (m+1) = T ∗ with probability α

(
T (m), T ∗

)
, otherwise, set T (m+1) = T (m)

6: Sample λ(m+1) ∼ Gamma
(∑nt

i=1Nti + α,
∑nt

i=1 ξ
(m+1)
ti vti + β

)
Output: New values

(
κ̂(m+1),λ(m+1), T (m+1), ξ(m+1)

)

where a single κ is sampled from a distribution and used for all terminal nodes. It turns out that

that way of dealing with κ cannot give us good estimates in our simulation examples, whereas our

way of first estimating κ using moment matching method for each node can give good estimates.

(c). There are other ways to parameterize the NB distribution, see, e.g., [52]. However, it looks

that these ways are normally discussed when there is no exposure involved, so we will not cover them

here.

3.3 Zero-Inflated Poisson models

Insurance claims data normally involves a large volume of zeros. Many policy-holders incur no claims,

which does not necessarily mean that they were involved in no accidents, but they are probably less

risky. In this section, depending on how the exposure is embedded in the model we discuss two ZIP

models to better reflect the excessive zeros, see, e.g., [30].

3.3.1 Zero-Inflated Poisson model 1 (ZIP1)

For terminal node t, we use the following ZIP distribution by embedding the exposure into the

Poisson part (see [24])

fZIP1

(
m | µt, λt

)
=


1

1 + µt
+

µt

1 + µt
fP (0 | λt) m = 0,

µt

1 + µt
fP (m | λt) m = 1, 2, . . . ,

=
1

1 + µt
I(m=0) +

µt

1 + µt
fP (m | λt), m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (41)

where fP(m | λt) is given as in (16), and 1
1+µt

∈ (0, 1) is the probability that a zero is due to

the point mass component. Note that for computational simplicity we consider a model with two

parameters rather than three as in [24].
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Similar to the NB model, a data augmentation scheme is needed for the ZIP model. To this end,

we introduce two latent variables ϕt = (ϕt1, ϕt2, . . . , ϕtnt) ∈ (0,∞)nt and δt = (δt1, δt2, . . . , δtnt) ∈
{0, 1}nt , and define the data augmented likelihood for the i-th data instance in terminal node t by

fZIP1

(
Nti, δti, ϕti | µt, λt

)
= e−ϕti(1+µt)

(
µt (λtvti)

Nti

Nti!
e−λtvti

)δti

, (42)

where the support of the function fZIP1 is
(
{0} × {0, 1} × (0,∞)

)
∪
(
N× {1} × (0,∞)

)
. This means

that we impose δti = 1 when Nti ∈ N (i.e., Nti ̸= 0). It can be shown that (41) is the marginal

distribution of the above augmented distribution; see [24] for more details. By conditional arguments,

we can also check that δti, given data ϕti, Nti = 0 and parameters, has a Bernoulli distribution, i.e.,

δti | ϕti, Nti = 0, µt, λt ∼ Bern

(
µte

−λtvti

1 + µte−λtvti

)
, (43)

and δti = 1, given Nti > 0. Furthermore, ϕti, given data δti, Nti and parameters, has an exponential

distribution, i.e.,

ϕti | δti, Nti, µt, λt ∼ Exp (1 + µt) . (44)

It is noted that the augmented likelihood fZIP1 in (42) can actually be factorized as two gamma-

type functions parameterized by µt and λt respectively. This observation motivates us to assume

independent conjugate gamma priors for µt and λt with hyper-parameters αi, βi > 0, i = 1, 2 (cf.

(17)). With these gamma priors, we can derive the integrated augmented likelihood for terminal

node t as follows

pZIP1

(
Nt, δt,ϕt | Xt,vt

)
=

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

fZIP1

(
Nt, δt,ϕt | µt, λt

)
p(µt)p(λt)dµtdλt

=
βα1
1

Γ (α1)

βα2
2

Γ (α2)

nt∏
i=1

(
e−ϕtivδtiNti

ti (Nti!)
−δti

)
×

Γ
(∑nt

i=1 δti + α1

)(∑nt

i=1 ϕti + β1
)∑nt

i=1 δti+α1

Γ
(∑nt

i=1 δtiNti + α2

)(∑nt

i=1 δtivti + β2
)∑nt

i=1 δtiNti+α2
.

(45)

Moreover, from the above we see that the posterior distributions of µt, λt given the augmented data

(Nt, δt,ϕt) are given by

µt | Nt, δt,ϕt ∼ Gamma

 nt∑
i=1

δti + α1,

nt∑
i=1

ϕti + β1

 ,

λt | Nt, δt,ϕt ∼ Gamma

 nt∑
i=1

δtiNti + α2,

nt∑
i=1

δtivti + β2

 .

The integrated augmented likelihood for the tree T is thus given by
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pZIP1

(
N , δ,ϕ | X,v, T

)
=

b∏
t=1

pZIP1

(
Nt, δt,ϕt | Xt,vt

)
. (46)

Now, we discuss the DIC for this tree which can be derived as a special case of (11) with θt = (µt, λt).

To this end, we first focus on the DICt of terminal node t. It follows that

D
(
µt, λt

)
= −2 log fZIP1(Nt | µt, λt)

= −2

nt∑
i=1

log

(
1

1 + µt
I(Nti=0) +

µt

1 + µt

(λtvti)
Nti

Nti!
e−λtvti

)
, (47)

where

µt =

∑nt

i=1 δti + α1∑nt

i=1 ϕti + β1
, λt =

∑nt

i=1 δtiNti + α2∑nt

i=1 δtivti + β2
.

Next, since

log fZIP1

(
Nt, δt,ϕt | µt, λt

)
=

nt∑
i=1

(
−ϕti(1 + µt) + δti log (µt) + δtiNti log (λtvti)− δtiλtvti − δti log (Nti!)

)
,

we can derive that

qDt = −2Epost(log fZIP1

(
Nt, δt,ϕt | µt, λt

)
) + 2 log fZIP1

(
Nt, δt,ϕt | µt, λt

)
= 2

log

 nt∑
i=1

δti + α1

− ψ

 nt∑
i=1

δti + α1


 nt∑

i=1

δti

+2

log

 nt∑
i=1

δtiNti + α2

− ψ

 nt∑
i=1

δtiNti + α2


 nt∑

i=1

δtiNti. (48)

Therefore, DICt can be obtained from (47) and (48) as

DICt = D
(
µt, λt

)
+ 2qDt.

3.3.2 Zero-Inflated Poisson model 2 (ZIP2)

For terminal node t, we use the following ZIP distribution by embedding the exposure into the zero

mass part (see [30])

fZIP2

(
m | µt, λt

)
=


1

1 + µtvti
+

µtvti
1 + µtvti

e−λt m = 0,

µtvti
1 + µtvti

λNti
t

Nti!
e−λt m = 1, 2, . . . ,

(49)
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where 1
1+µtvti

∈ (0, 1) is the probability that a zero is due to the point mass component. This

formulation stems from an intuitive inverse relationship between the exposure and the probability

of zero mass. This way of embedding exposure has been justified to be more effective in [30].

Similar to before, we introduce two latent variables ϕt = (ϕt1, ϕt2, . . . , ϕtnt) ∈ (0,∞)nt and

δt = (δt1, δt2, . . . , δtnt) ∈ {0, 1}nt , and define the data augmented likelihood for the i-th data instance

in terminal node t as

fZIP2

(
Nti, δti, ϕti | µt, λt

)
= e−ϕti(1+µtvti)

(
µtvtiλ

Nti
t

Nti!
e−λt

)δti

, (50)

where the support of the function fZIP2 is
(
{0} × {0, 1} × (0,∞)

)
∪
(
N× {1} × (0,∞)

)
. By condi-

tional arguments, we can also check that δti, given data ϕti, Nti = 0 and parameters, has a Bernoulli

distribution, i.e.,

δti | ϕti, Nti = 0, µt, λt ∼ Bern

(
µtvtie

−λt

1 + µtvtie−λt

)
, (51)

and δti = 1, given Nti > 0. Furthermore, ϕti, given data δti, Nti and parameters, has an exponential

distribution, i.e.,

ϕti | δti, Nti, µt, λt ∼ Exp (1 + µtvti) . (52)

As previously, we assume independent conjugate gamma priors for µt and λt with hyper-parameters

αi, βi > 0, i = 1, 2. Given the data augmented likelihood in (50) and the above gamma priors, we

can obtain the integrated augmented likelihood for terminal node t as follows

pZIP2

(
Nt, δt,ϕt | Xt,vt

)
=

βα1
1

Γ (α1)

βα2
2

Γ (α2)

nt∏
i=1

(
e−ϕti

(
vti
Nti!

)δti
)

×
Γ
(∑nt

i=1 δti + α1

)(∑nt

i=1 ϕtivti + β1
)∑nt

i=1 δti+α1

Γ
(∑nt

i=1 δtiNti + α2

)(∑nt

i=1 δti + β2
)∑nt

i=1 δtiNti+α2
.

(53)

Moreover, from the above we see that the posterior distributions of µt, λt given the augmented data

(Nt, δt,ϕt) are given by

µt | Nt, δt,ϕt ∼ Gamma

 nt∑
i=1

δti + α1,

nt∑
i=1

ϕtivti + β1

 ,

λt | Nt, δt,ϕt ∼ Gamma

 nt∑
i=1

δtiNti + α2,

nt∑
i=1

δti + β2

 .

The integrated augmented likelihood for the tree T is thus given by

pZIP2

(
N , δ,ϕ | X,v, T

)
=

b∏
t=1

pZIP2

(
Nt, δt,ϕt | Xt,vt, T

)
. (54)
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Now, we discuss the DICt of terminal node t. It follows that

D
(
µt, λt

)
= −2 log fZIP2(Nt | µt, λt)

= −2

nt∑
i=1

log

 1

1 + µtvti
I(Nti=0) +

µtvti
1 + µtvti

λt
Nti

Nti!
e−λt

 , (55)

where

µt =

∑nt

i=1 δti + α1∑nt

i=1 ϕtivti + β1
, λt =

∑nt

i=1 δtiNti + α2∑nt

i=1 δti + β2
.

Next, since

log fZIP2

(
Nt, δt,ϕt | µt, λt

)
=

nt∑
i=1

(
−ϕti(1 + µtvti) + δti log (µtvti) + δtiNti log (λt)− δtiλt − δti log (Nti!)

)
,

we can derive the same expression for qDt as in (48). Therefore, we obtain from (55) and (48) that

DICt = −2

nt∑
i=1

log

 1

1 + µtvti
I(Nti=0) +

µtvti
1 + µtvti

λt
Nti

Nti!
e−λt


+ 4

log

 nt∑
i=1

δti + α1

− ψ

 nt∑
i=1

δti + α1


 nt∑

i=1

δti

+ 4

log

 nt∑
i=1

δtiNti + α2

− ψ

 nt∑
i=1

δtiNti + α2


 nt∑

i=1

δtiNti.

For the above two ZIP models, the DIC of tree T is obtained using (10).

With the formulas derived in the above two subsections for ZIP models, we can use the three-step

approach proposed in Section 2.5, together with Algorithm 2, to search for an optimal tree and then

obtain predictions for new data.

Remark 8 There are other ways to deal with the data augmentation for ZIP models; see, e.g., [47,

53, 54] where only one latent variable is introduced. The models discussed therein with one latent

variable should work more efficiently, but in their constructions no exposure is considered. Since

involvement of exposure is one of the key features of insurance claims frequency analysis, we had to

introduce two latent variables for data augmentation to facilitate calculations.

4 Simulation and real data analysis

In this section, we illustrate the efficiency of the BCART models introduced in Section 3 by using

simulated data and a real insurance claims dataset. In the sequel, we use the abbreviation P-CART
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to denote CART for the Poisson model, and other abbreviations can be similarly understood (e.g.,

NB1-BCART denotes the BCART for NB model 1).

4.1 Performance measures

We first introduce some performance measures that will be used for prediction comparisons. Suppose

we have obtained a tree with b terminal nodes and the corresponding parameter estimates for θ which

we will use to obtain the prediction N̂i given xi, vi for a test data set (X,v,N) with m observations.

The number of test data in the terminal node t is denoted by mt, t = 1, . . . , b. The performance

measures used are as follows:

M1: The residual sum of squares (RSS) is given by

RSS(N) =
m∑
i=1

(Ni − N̂i)
2.

This measure is commonly used for Gaussian-distributed data, but here we also use it for

non-Gaussian data for comparison.

M2: RSS based on a sub-portfolio (i.e., those instances in the same terminal node) level is given by

RSS(N/v) =

b∑
t=1

(∑mt

i=1Nti∑mt

i=1 vti
− ŷt

)2

,

where ŷt is the estimated frequency for the terminal node t, which is estimated by (14) assuming

unit exposure. More specifically, ŷt = λt for Poisson and NB models, and ŷt = µtλt(1 + µt)
−1

for ZIP models. This measure is preferred here as it takes account of accuracy on a (sub-

)portfolio level (i.e., balance property) other than an individual level. We refer to [12, 13, 55]

for more details and discussions of the balance property that is required for insurance pricing.

M3: Negative log-likelihood (NLL): This is calculated by using the assumed response distribution

in the terminal node with the estimated parameters. It represents the ex-ante belief of the

underlying distribution of the data, and is thus a good measure for model comparison, see,

e.g., [30].

M4: Discrepancy statistic (DS) (cf. [56]), is defined as a weighted version of RSS(N/v), given by

DS(N/v) =

b∑
t=1

1

σ̂2
t

(∑mt

i=1Nti∑mt

i=1 vti
− ŷt

)2

,

where ŷt is the same as in M2, and σ̂2
t is the estimated variance of frequency for terminal node

t. More specifically, σ̂2
t = λt for the Poisson model, σ̂2

t = λt(1 + λt/κ̂t) for NB models, and

σ̂2
t = µtλt(1 + µt + λt) (1 + µt)

−2
for ZIP models.
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M5: Lift: Model lift indicates the ability to differentiate between low and high claims frequency

policy-holders. Sometimes it is called the “economic value” of the model. A higher lift illus-

trates that the model is more capable of separating the extreme values from the average. We

refer to [4, 29, 30] and references therein for further discussion on lift. We propose a way to

calculate lift for the tree model in the following steps.

Step 1: Retrieve the predicted frequencies for terminal nodes, ŷt, t = 1, . . . , b, for the optimal tree

obtained from the training procedure.

Step 2: Set ŷmin = minbt=1 ŷt and ŷmax = maxbt=1 ŷt, which identify the least and most risky

groups of policy-holders, respectively.

Step 3: Use test data in the least and most risky groups/nodes to obtain their total sum of

exposures, say vmin and vmax.

Step 4: If vmin ≤ vmax, then sort the data using exposures in descending order in the most risky

group. Calculate the cumulative sums of the sorted exposures until the one equal or

greater than vmin is achieved and then calculate the corresponding empirical frequency

(i.e., ratio of sum of claim numbers and sum of exposures) of these first data involved,

say λ
(e)
max |. The lift is defined as L = λ

(e)
max |/λ

(e)
min, where λ

(e)
min is the empirical frequency

of the least risky group.

[Similarly, If vmin > vmax, then sort the data using exposures in ascending order in the

least risky group. Calculate the cumulative sums of the sorted exposures until the one

equal or greater than vmax is achieved and then calculate the corresponding empirical

frequency of these first data involved, say λ
(e)
min |. The lift is defined as L = λ

(e)
max/λ

(e)
min |,

where λ
(e)
max is the empirical frequency of the most risky group.]

We remark that more performance measures and diagnostic approaches can be introduced fol-

lowing ideas in, e.g., [4, 29, 30]. However, this is not the main focus of the present paper, so these

are explored elsewhere.

4.2 Simulation examples

We will discuss three simulation examples, namely, Scenarios 1–3 below. Scenario 1 aims to illustrate

that BCART can do really well for the chessboard data similar to Figure 1 for which CART cannot

reasonably do anything. In addition, from this simulation study we also see that BCART can do well

with variable selection. In Scenario 2, we shall examine how different BCART models can capture

the data over-dispersion. In Scenario 3, we illustrate the effectiveness of ZIP-BCART models for

data with exposures.

4.2.1 Scenario 1: Poisson data with noise variables

We simulate a data set {(xi, vi, Ni)}ni=1 with n = 5, 000 independent observations. Here vi ∼ U(0, 1),

xi = (xi1, . . . , xi8), with independent components xi1 ∼ U{−3,−2,−1, 1, 2, 3}, xi2 ∼ N(0, 1), xik ∼
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U(−1, 1) for k = 3, 4, xik ∼ N(0, 1) for k = 5, 6, and xik ∼ U{−3,−2,−1, 1, 2, 3} for k = 7, 8.

Moreover, Ni ∼ Poi(λ (xi1, xi2) vi), where

λ (x1, x2) =

{
1 if x1x2 ≤ 0,

7 if x1x2 > 0.

Obviously, the designed noise variables xik, k = 3, . . . , 8 are all independent of the response N .

We use P-BCART and P-CART for the above simulated data, where xik, k = 1, 7, 8 are treated as

categorical. We have included both categorical and continuous variables as noise variables and as

significant variables, which is a bit more general than the data shown in Figure 1. Note that the

same conclusion can be drawn for numeric xik, k = 1, 7, 8, but to better illustrate the effectiveness of

the P-BCART we choose to make them as characters (to increase the splitting possibilities of these

variables).

We first apply P-CART as implemented in the R package rpart [57]. It is not surprising that

P-CART is not able to give us any reasonable tree that can characterize the data, due to its greedy

search nature. The smallest tree (except the one with only a root node) that P-CART generated has

25 terminal nodes and the tree found by using cross-validation has 31 terminal nodes. Obviously,

both of them are much more complicated than the real model. Furthermore, in these two trees all

the noise variables are used, which indicates that P-CART is sensitive to noise.

Now we discuss the P-BCART applied to the data focusing preliminary on the effect of noise

variables to the model. We simply set equal probabilities, i.e.,P(Grow)= 0.2, P(Prune)= 0.2,

P(Change1)= 0.2, P(Change2)= 0.2 and P(Swap)= 0.2, for the tree proposals. For the gamma

prior of the Poisson intensities λt we use α = 3.2096 and β = 0.8 which are selected by keeping

the relationship α/β =
∑n

i=1Ni/
∑n

i=1 vi. It is worth mentioning that the performance of the algo-

rithm does not change much when choosing different pairs of (α, β) while keeping their ratio. We

also observe the same in other simulation examples, so in the following we will not dwell on their

selection.

In Table 2 we list the tuned hyper-parameters γ, ρ in the first two columns for which the MCMC

algorithms will converge to a region of trees with a certain number of terminal nodes listed (see

Step 1 of Table 1). For each fixed hyper-parameter γ and ρ, we run 10000 iterations in the MCMC

algorithm and take results after an initial burn-in period of 2000 iterations, after which the posterior

probabilities of the tree structures have been settled for some time. This procedure is done with 3

restarts. The fourth column gives the total number of accepted trees after the burn-in period in the

MCMC algorithms. The last columns of Table 2 include the total number of times each variable

is used in the accepted trees. We see from these columns that all noise variables have a very low

selection rate, and as expected, the significant variables x1, x2 are dominating. Besides, at a first

glance, it is infered that the noise variables x3 and x4 have a much lower selection rate than the

other noise variables which is just because x3 and x4 are simulated using a distribution completely

different from those of the significant variables. However, when the experiment is run 10 times, we

find that the average selection rates of all noise variables are almost the same independent of their

distributions (see Table 3), which is consistent with the expectation.
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Table 2: Total count each variable used amongst all accepted trees from the P-BCART MCMC
algorithms (after burn-in period; equal probabilities for tree moves; one run with 3 restarts)

γ ρ # terminal nodes # accepted trees x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8
0.50 20 2 342 197 156 1 0 2 5 4 4
0.95 17 3 460 408 381 1 4 8 6 8 5
0.99 15 4 800 1261 1239 12 17 30 25 31 20
0.99 12 5 652 1157 1126 9 7 18 15 16 20
0.99 10 6 305 710 680 13 4 18 25 30 12
0.99 6 7 318 825 809 3 8 15 23 14 9
0.99 5 8 210 681 647 2 10 7 13 18 5

Table 3: Average frequency each variable used in all accepted trees from the P-BCART MCMC
algorithms (after burn-in period; equal probabilities for tree moves; ten runs with 3 restarts)

# terminal nodes x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8
2 183 140 1 1 1 3 2 1
3 422 405 2 3 4 3 3 2
4 1242 1201 11 13 15 13 14 12
5 1207 1162 12 14 12 13 11 14
6 821 828 9 8 10 12 11 8
7 998 976 8 9 10 12 10 8
8 847 795 7 9 9 11 10 8

In Figure 2, we illustrate this procedure for j = 4 (the same as that summarized in the third row

of Table 2), with plots of the number of terminal nodes, the integrated likelihood pP(N |X,v,T ) and

the data likelihood pP(N |X,v,λ,T ) of the accepted trees. The observations are in line with those

in [19]; we see from the likelihood plots that the convergence of MCMC can be obtained relatively

quickly. Interestingly, the optimal tree is not found in the first round of MCMC which got stuck

in a local mode, but the restarts helped where in the second and the third rounds optimal trees

can be found. Moreover, we see that there is no big difference shown in the plots of the integrated

likelihood and the data likelihood.

Following Step 2 of Table 1, for each j = 2, . . . , 8, we select the optimal tree with maximum data

likelihood pP(N |X,v,λ,T ) from the convergence region. The variables used in these optimal trees

are listed in Table 4, where we can see that none of these trees involves any of the noise variables.

The values for the effective number of parameters pD reflect the number of parameters in the tree if

a flat prior for λt is used. Furthermore, we list the DIC for these trees in the last column of Table

4. Following Step 3 of Table 1 we conclude that the selected optimal tree is the one with 4 terminal

nodes which is illustrated in Figure 3. We see that this tree is close to a true optimal one with the

almost correct topology and accurate parameter estimates.

Using equal probabilities for the proposed tree moves, the above example provides detailed

information about how to implement the three-step tree selection procedure in practice and illustrates

the effectiveness of the method. Next, we investigate which type of step (particularly, the Change

and Swap moves) contributes more to the computational efficiency. To this end, we shall vary the
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Figure 2: Trace plots from MCMC with 3 restarts (γ = 0.99, ρ = 15).

Figure 3: Optimal P-BCART. Numbers at each node give the estimated value for the frequency
parameter λt and the percentage of observations.
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Table 4: Number of times each variable used in each chosen optimal tree and the corresponding pD
and DIC (after burn-in period; equal probabilities for tree moves; one run with 3 restarts). Bold
font indicates DIC selected model.

# terminal nodes x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 pD DIC
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.00 14221
3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.95 14076
4 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.97 13526
5 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.97 13570
6 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.93 13629
7 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 6.91 13678
8 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.95 13683

Table 5: Four different experiments (E1–E4) for given probabilities of tree moves. In each case
probability of Grow and Prune is fixed at 0.2.

Change1 Change2 Swap
E1 0 0.6 0
E2 0 0.3 0.3
E3 0.3 0 0.3
E4 0.2 0.2 0.2

Table 6: Average iteration times to obtain an “optimal” tree (4 terminal nodes) and accepted
move rates from the P-BCART MCMC algorithms (after burn-in period; ten runs with 3 restarts).
Experiments E1–E4 are described in Table 5.

E1 E2 E3 E4
Average iteration times (s.d.) 3388 (168) 2710 (187) 2984 (177) 2018 (161)
Acceptance rate of all moves 3.10% 3.23% 3.14% 3.87%
Acceptance rate of Grow 1.50% 1.36% 0.90% 0.65%
Acceptance rate of Prune 1.43% 1.20% 0.54% 0.30%

Acceptance rate of Change1 - - 6.09% 8.19%
Acceptance rate of Change2 4.17% 4.87% - 5.66%
Acceptance rate of Swap - 4.01% 3.49% 4.52%

probabilities of the Change and Swap moves, keeping the same probabilities for Grow and Prune

moves at 0.2. Different experiments can be designed as in Table 5.

We fix γ = 0.99 and ρ = 15, as for Figure 2. For each of the experiments E1–E4, we run the P-

BCART MCMC algorithm 10 times and for each run we record the iteration time until an “optimal”

tree is found. The average iteration time with the standard deviation (s.d.) of the 10 runs and the

average acceptance rates of moves are shown in Table 6. The figures in the second row indicate

that the experiment E4 is faster in finding an “optimal” tree than E1–E3 when at least one of the

Change moves or/and the Swap move is removed. In particular, the comparison between E1 and E2

confirms the essence of the Swap move, as illustrated also in [19]. Moreover, the acceptance rate of

all moves is a weighted average of acceptance rates of all individual moves, and we observe that the

acceptance rates of the Change and Swap moves (in particular, the Change1 move) are significantly
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Table 7: Hyper-parameters, pD (or qD,rD) and DIC on training data (p0 = 0.05). Bold font indicates
DIC selected model.

Model γ ρ pD(or qD, rD) DIC

ZIP-BCART (2) 0.50 20 4.00 11451
ZIP-BCART (3) 0.99 20 5.94 11405
ZIP-BCART (4) 0.99 15 7.95 11322
ZIP-BCART (5) 0.99 5 9.86 11364
P-BCART (2) 0.50 20 2.00 11369
P-BCART (3) 0.99 20 2.99 11337
P-BCART (4) 0.99 10 3.99 11262
P-BCART (5) 0.99 5 4.91 11299
NB-BCART (2) 0.50 30 4.00 11317
NB-BCART (3) 0.99 25 5.99 11273
NB-BCART (4) 0.99 20 7.99 11192
NB-BCART (5) 0.99 5 9.90 11237

greater than Grow and Prune moves, which also confirms the significance of the Change and Swap

moves (especially, the Change1 move).

We also ran several other similar but more complex simulation examples to check the performance

of P-BCART, NB-BCART and ZIP-BCART models. Our conclusions from these simulations are:

1) BCART models can retrieve the tree structure (including both topology and parameters) as that

used to simulate the data, 2) BCART models are able to avoid choosing noise variables regardless

of their distributions, and 3) the Change and Swap moves have significant impacts on the BCART

models and it is beneficial to include two types of the Change move.

4.2.2 Scenario 2: ZIP data with varying probability of zero mass component

We simulate a data set {(xi, vi, Ni)}ni=1 with n = 5, 000 independent observations. Here xi =

(xi1, xi2), with xik ∼ N(0, 1) for k = 1, 2. We assume vi ≡ 1 for simplicity, since it is not a key

feature in this Scenario. Moreover, Ni ∼ ZIP(p0, λ (xi1, xi2)), where

λ (x1, x2) =

{
7 if x1x2 ≤ 0,

1 if x1x2 > 0,

and p0 ∈ (0, 1) is the probability of a zero due to the point mass component, for which the value is

to be specified. The data is split into two subsets: a training set with n −m = 4, 000 observations

and a test set with m = 1, 000 observations.

For this Scenario, we aim to examine how the P-BCART, NB-BCART and ZIP-BCART will

perform when p0 is varied. Note that since vi ≡ 1, NB1 and NB2 (ZIP1 and ZIP2) will be essentially

the same. Intuition tells us that when p0 is small NB-BCART should be good enough to capture the

over-dispersion introduced by a small proportion of zeros, but when p0 becomes large ZIP-BCART

should perform better for the highly over-dispersed data. This intuition will be confirmed by this

study. For simplicity, we shall present two results, one with p0 = 0.05 and the other with p0 = 0.95.
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Table 8: Model performance on test data (p0 = 0.05) with bold entries determined by DIC (see
Table 7).

Model RSS(N) RSS(N/v) NLL DS(N/v) Lift

ZIP-BCART (2) 2013 0.00222 1975 0.000185 1.22
ZIP-BCART (3) 1986 0.00208 1953 0.000169 2.67
ZIP-BCART (4) 1923 0.00162 1890 0.000116 6.34
ZIP-BCART (5) 1909 0.00182 1863 0.000130 6.56
P-BCART (2) 1758 0.00175 1702 0.000138 1.40
P-BCART (3) 1732 0.00160 1673 0.000123 3.21
P-BCART (4) 1681 0.00108 1612 0.000072 6.62
P-BCART (5) 1662 0.00126 1594 0.000092 6.75
NB-BCART (2) 1683 0.00145 1647 0.000101 1.58
NB-BCART (3) 1661 0.00131 1616 0.000092 3.53
NB-BCART (4) 1609 0.00070 1536 0.000056 6.95
NB-BCART (5) 1589 0.00097 1502 0.000074 6.97

We first discuss the simulation with a small probability of zero mass (i.e., p0 = 0.05). In Table

7 we present the hyper-parameters γ, ρ used to obtain MCMC convergence to the region of trees

with a certain number of terminal nodes (indicated after the abbreviation of models, e.g., the 2 in

ZIP-BCART (2)). The last two columns give the effective number of parameters and DIC of the

optimal trees for each model, respectively. We can conclude from the DIC that by using Step 3

in Table 1 we can select the optimal tree with the true 4 terminal nodes for either ZIP-BCART,

P-BCART or NB-BCART, and among those, the NB-BCART (with DIC=11192) is the best one.

This looks a bit surprising at a first glance because our data are simulated from a ZIP model. We

suspect that the reason for this may be two-fold: First, the NB is enough to capture the small over-

dispersion. Second, we have used data-augmentation in the algorithms and thus it is understandable

that the NB-BCART with 1 latent variable (see Section 3.2) could achieve better performance than

the “real” ZIP-BCART with 2 latent variables (see Section 3.3). Moreover, we see that even the

P-BCART performs better than the ZIP-BCART, for similar reasons.

Now, let us look at the performance of these models on test data in Table 8. First, we see

that for each type of model, ZIP, Poisson and NB, the optimal tree with 4 terminal nodes achieves

best RSS(N/v) (0.00162, 0.00108 and 0.00070, respectively) and DS(N/v) (0.000116, 0.000072 and

0.000056, respectively) on test data, which is not surprising as those models retrieve the almost true

tree structures. Second, we see from RSS(N) that for each type of model, the performance becomes

better as the number of terminal nodes that we want increases, however, the amount of decrement

becomes smaller after the optimal trees with 4 terminal nodes have been obtained. We observe the

same for negative log-likelihood and lift. It is worth noting that when calculating and comparing

lift for different trees, instead of simply following the four steps in M5, in Step 4 we first choose

the minimum total sum of exposures among the least and most risky groups in all the trees to be

compared and then calculate other values accordingly using this minimum total sum of exposures

as the basis. Third, we see that among these three trees with 4 terminal nodes, the one obtained

from NB-BCART gives the best performance on test data based on all these performance measures,
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Table 9: Hyper-parameters, pD (or qD,rD) and DIC on training data (p0 = 0.95). Bold font indicates
DIC selected model.

Model γ ρ pD(or qD, rD) DIC

ZIP-BCART (2) 0.50 10 3.99 3483
ZIP-BCART (3) 0.99 10 5.99 3452
ZIP-BCART (4) 0.99 8 7.95 3375
ZIP-BCART (5) 0.99 3 9.93 3396
P-BCART (2) 0.50 10 1.98 3892
P-BCART (3) 0.99 10 2.96 3863
P-BCART (4) 0.99 5 3.91 3801
P-BCART (5) 0.99 2 4.90 3827
NB-BCART (2) 0.50 20 3.99 3726
NB-BCART (3) 0.99 20 5.97 3699
NB-BCART (4) 0.99 10 7.92 3632
NB-BCART (5) 0.99 8 9.89 3667

Table 10: Model performance on test data (p0 = 0.95) with bold entries determined by DIC (see
Table 9).

Model RSS(N) RSS(N/v) NLL DS(N/v) Lift

ZIP-BCART (2) 721 0.00755 699 0.00721 1.25
ZIP-BCART (3) 715 0.00700 690 0.00698 1.92
ZIP-BCART (4) 682 0.00571 657 0.00619 2.86
ZIP-BCART (5) 675 0.00613 649 0.00646 3.13
P-BCART (2) 782 0.00967 754 0.00802 1.15
P-BCART (3) 773 0.00891 746 0.00786 1.50
P-BCART (4) 750 0.00723 719 0.00712 2.40
P-BCART (5) 741 0.00792 705 0.00739 2.72
NB-BCART (2) 775 0.00893 740 0.00775 1.19
NB-BCART (3) 768 0.00810 731 0.00740 1.72
NB-BCART (4) 735 0.00647 701 0.00667 2.60
NB-BCART (5) 730 0.00703 693 0.00689 2.90

which is consistent with the conclusion from training data.

Next, we consider the simulation with a large probability of zero mass (i.e., p0 = 0.95). The

results are displayed in Tables 9 and 10. Similar discussions can be done for this case. In particular,

we find that the performance order based on DIC is ZIP-BCART>NB-BCART>P-BCART, which

is also consistent with their performance on test data.

We also ran several other similar simulation examples to check the performance of P-BCART,

NB-BCART and ZIP-BCART with different values for p0. Our conclusion from these simulations is

that when the proportion of zeros in the data is small (reflected by small p0) then the NB-BCART

or P-BCART performs better than ZIP-BCART, whereas when the proportion of zeros in the data

is large then the ZIP-BCART is preferred to NB-BCART and P-BCART. This finding is consistent

with the real insurance data discussed below.
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4.2.3 Scenario 3: Different ways to incorporate exposure in ZIP models

The purpose of Scenario 3 is to compare two different ways of dealing with exposure, namely, ZIP1-

BCART and ZIP2-BCART. To this end, we simulate a data set {(xi, vi, Ni)}ni=1 with n = 5, 000

independent observations. Here vi ∼ U(0, 1), xi = (xi1, xi2), with xik ∼ N(0, 1) for k = 1, 2.

Moreover, Ni ∼ ZIP(p
(τ)
i , λ (xi1, xi2) vi), where

λ (x1, x2) =

{
7 if x1x2 ≤ 0,

1 if x1x2 > 0,

and the probability of zero mass component is given as

p
(τ)
i =

µ(xi1, xi2)

vτi + µ(xi1, xi2)
, with µ(xi1, xi2) ≡ 0.5,

and some τ ≥ 0 to be specified below. The data is split into two subsets, namely a training set with

n−m = 4, 000 observations and a test set with m = 1, 000 observations.

In the above simulation setup, we include exposure in both the Poisson component and the

zero mass component. In this way, it is not clear which of ZIP1-BCART and ZIP2-BCART will

outperform the other. That being said, we could vary the value of τ to control the effect of exposure

to the zero mass component. We shall consider two extreme cases, one with a very small τ and

the other with a very large τ . More precisely, for a large τ we choose τ = 100. In this case, since

many vτi will be small, we have that p
(τ)
i will be close to one, which implies that Poisson component

should play a minor role in exposure modelling and thus we would expect that ZIP2-BCART has

better ability to capture this. On the other hand, for a small value τ = 0.0001, since many vτi
will be close to 1 we have that p

(τ)
i will be almost independent of vi, which implies that zero mass

component should play a minor role in exposure modelling and thus we would expect that ZIP1-

BCART has better ability to capture this. We report DIC for these two cases in Table 11. The

model performances on test data are listed in Table 12 for τ = 100 and Table 13 for τ = 0.0001.

From these tables, we can confirm the above intuition that ZIP1-BCART should perform better for

small τ and worse for large τ (compared to ZIP2-BCART). We conclude from this simulation study

that the ZIP2-BCART works better in capturing the potential stronger effect of the exposure to the

zero mass component, which is also illustrated in the real insurance data discussed below.

4.3 Real data analysis

We illustrate our methodology with a real insurance dataset, named dataCar, available from the

library insuranceData in R; see [58] for details. This dataset is based on one-year vehicle insurance

policies taken out in 2004 or 2005. There are 67,856 policies of which 93.19% made no claims. A

summary of the variables used is given in Table 14. We split this dataset into training (80%) and

test (20%) data sets, in doing so we keep the balance of zero and non-zero claims in both training

and test data sets.

We shall apply the BCART models for claims frequency modelling introduced in Section 3 to
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Table 11: DIC for ZIP-BCART with different values of τ on training data. Bold font indicates DIC
selected model.

Model DIC (τ = 100) DIC (τ = 0.0001)

ZIP1-BCART (2) 3091 10515
ZIP1-BCART (3) 3055 10437
ZIP1-BCART (4) 2976 10273
ZIP1-BCART (5) 2997 10330
ZIP2-BCART (2) 2653 10924
ZIP2-BCART (3) 2637 10843
ZIP2-BCART (4) 2613 10685
ZIP2-BCART (5) 2627 10751

Table 12: Model performance on test data (τ = 100) with bold entries determined by DIC (see Table
11).

Model RSS(N) RSS(N/v) (in 10−5) NLL DS(N/v) Lift

ZIP1-BCART (2) 2423 3.06 1339 0.00281 1.01
ZIP1-BCART (3) 2417 2.98 1330 0.00259 1.33
ZIP1-BCART (4) 2376 2.20 1308 0.00209 1.78
ZIP1-BCART (5) 2333 2.63 1302 0.00219 1.81
ZIP2-BCART (2) 2072 2.76 1324 0.00234 1.06
ZIP2-BCART (3) 2069 2.57 1317 0.00207 1.46
ZIP2-BCART (4) 2056 2.02 1304 0.00179 1.97
ZIP2-BCART (5) 2049 2.06 1295 0.00189 2.08

Table 13: Model performance on test data (τ = 0.0001) with bold entries determined by DIC (see
Table 11).

Model RSS(N) RSS(N/v) NLL DS(N/v) Lift

ZIP2-BCART (2) 6859 0.0093 4185 0.0080 1.02
ZIP2-BCART (3) 6648 0.0080 4092 0.0069 2.10
ZIP2-BCART (4) 6408 0.0060 3913 0.0050 3.40
ZIP2-BCART (5) 6320 0.0073 3853 0.0062 3.48
ZIP1-BCART (2) 6628 0.0079 3827 0.0072 1.07
ZIP1-BCART (3) 6535 0.0058 3763 0.0055 2.15
ZIP1-BCART (4) 6350 0.0027 3590 0.0024 3.45
ZIP1-BCART (5) 6282 0.0036 3543 0.0033 3.62

training data, where we can use the three-step approach given in Table 1 to choose an optimal tree

for each model (and also a global optimal one). We then assess the performance of these obtained

trees on test data.

Running ANOVA-CART on the training data, we use cross-validation to select the tree size,

which has 5 terminal nodes. We also run P-CART in the same way, again resulting in a tree with

5 terminal nodes, and this tree is shown in Figure 4. Then, we apply P-BCART, NB1-BCART,

NB2-BCART, ZIP1-BCART and ZIP2-BCART to the same data. Based on the knowledge learnt
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Table 14: Description of variables (dataCar)

Variable Description Type

numclaims number of claims numeric
exposure in yearly units, between 0 and 1 numeric
veh value vehicle value, in $10,000s numeric
veh age vehicle age category, 1 (youngest), 2, 3, 4 numeric
agecat driver age category, 1 (youngest), 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 numeric
veh body vehicle body, include 13 different types coded as HBACK,

UTE, STNWG, HDTOP, PANVN, SEDAN, TRUCK,
COUPE, MIBUS, MCARA, BUS, CONVT, RDSTR

character

gender Female or Male character
area coded as A B C D E F character

Table 15: Hyper-parameters, pD (or qD,rD) and DIC on training data (dataCar). Bold font indicates
DIC selected model.

Model γ ρ pD(or qD,rD) DIC

P-BCART (4) 0.99 15 4.00 27948.8
P-BCART (5) 0.99 8 5.00 27943.8
P-BCART (6) 0.99 6 6.00 27944.4
NB1-BCART (4) 0.99 15 7.98 26002.4
NB1-BCART (5) 0.99 7 9.96 25892.0
NB1-BCART (6) 0.99 6 11.96 25945.2
NB2-BCART (4) 0.99 15 7.99 25925.7
NB2-BCART (5) 0.99 6 9.98 25846.4
NB2-BCART (6) 0.99 5 11.97 25885.6
ZIP1-BCART (4) 0.99 10 8.05 25688.4
ZIP1-BCART (5) 0.99 5 9.85 25674.1
ZIP1-BCART (6) 0.99 3 12.00 25678.3
ZIP2-BCART (4) 0.99 10 7.99 25654.3
ZIP2-BCART (5) 0.99 4 9.91 25632.5
ZIP2-BCART (6) 0.99 3 11.93 25641.4

from CARTs above, we can tune the hyper-parameters γ, ρ, so that the algorithm will converge to a

region of trees with number of terminal nodes around 5. Some of these, together with the effective

number of parameters and DIC, are shown in Table 15. We see from this table that all the effective

numbers of parameters are reasonable for the model used to fit the data. We conclude from the DIC

that all of these BCART models select an optimal tree with 5 terminal nodes using the three-step

approach, and among these the one from ZIP2-BCART, with the smallest DIC(=25632.5), should

be chosen as the global optimal tree to characterize the data.

It is interesting to check whether there are similarities in the trees obtained from different models,

including the P-CART, particularly as they all have 5 terminal nodes. For the tree from P-CART

illustrated in Figure 4, the variable“agecat” is first used and then “veh value”, followed by “agecat”

again. The tree from P-BCART (not shown here) also uses “agecat” first, but in the following steps, it

uses “veh value” and “veh body”. The trees from NB1-BCART and NB2-BCART look very similar,
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Figure 4: Tree from P-CART. Numbers at
each node give the estimated frequency and
the percentage of observations.

Figure 5: Optimal tree from ZIP2-BCART. Num-
bers at each node give the estimated frequency and
the percentage of observations.

and both of them use “gender” first and then use “agecat”, “veh value” and “veh body”. Further,

the trees from ZIP1-BCART and ZIP2-BCART have the same tree structure and select the same

splitting variables as the tree from P-BCART, while the split values/categories are slightly different.

The optimal tree from ZIP2-BCART is displayed in Figure 5, where the estimated frequency (i.e.,

the first figure in each node) is calculated through (14) for the ZIP2 model with unit exposure.

Comparing the two trees in Figures 4 and 5 we see that ZIP2-BCART model can identify a more

risky group (i.e., the one with estimated frequency equal to 0.2674). Moreover, for comparison

we also use GLM to fit the data. We find that only the variables “agecat” and “veh body” are

significant, in which we also use the interactions between these two variables. In conclusion, though

the variables used for different models can differ slightly, there seems to be a consensus that “agecat”,

“veh value” and “veh body” are relatively significant variables and “gender”, “veh age” and “area”

are less significant.

Now, we apply the trees to the test data. The performances are given in Table 16. We also include

the commonly used GLM, for which the performance looks not as good as the tree models. From

the table, we can conclude that for each of the BCART models the tree with 5 terminal nodes that

is selected by DIC performs better, in terms of RSS(N/v) and DS(N/v), than the trees with either

smaller or larger number of terminal nodes. This confirms that the proposed three-step approach

for the tree model selection in each type of models based on DIC works well in real data. Moreover,

all the performance measures give the same ranking of models (from best to worst) as follows:

ZIP2-BCART, ZIP1-BCART, NB2-BCART, NB1-BCART, P-BCART, P-CART, ANOVA-CART, GLM.

This ranking is, to some extent, consistent with the conclusions from the simulation examples and

as expected. We do not know the exact distribution of real insurance data, but we do know that it

contains a high proportion of zeros, where the advantage of ZIP comes into play. Further, comparing

NB and Poisson distributions, the former is able to handle over-dispersion, so their performance

ranking is reasonable. Moreover, the ranking of two ZIP-BCART models and two NB-BCART

models are also consistent with the conclusions of [29, 30] where it is justified that the non-standard

ways of dealing with exposures (i.e., ZIP2-BCART and NB2-BCART) should better fit real insurance

data.
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Table 16: Model performance on test data (dataCar) with bold entries determined by DIC (see
Table 15).

Model RSS
(N)

RSS
(N/v)

NLL DS(N/v) Lift Time (s) Memory
(MB)

GLM 1057.029 - 5532.37 - - 1.15 115
ANOVA-CART (5) 1054.061 0.0205 5514.06 0.0700 1.83 2.05 98
P-CART (5) 1042.295 0.0185 5476.43 0.0681 1.97 2.13 98
P-BCART (4) 1042.221 0.0172 5473.90 0.0680 1.74 317.61 364
P-BCART (5) 1042.211 0.0167 5472.86 0.0602 2.26 291.28 378
P-BCART (6) 1042.205 0.0171 5472.27 0.0632 2.29 325.10 581
NB1-BCART (4) 1041.129 0.0168 5470.12 0.0445 1.80 413.95 628
NB1-BCART (5) 1041.109 0.0159 5469.00 0.0372 2.46 403.84 569
NB1-BCART (6) 1041.103 0.0162 5468.51 0.0413 2.57 459.70 689
NB2-BCART (4) 1041.127 0.0155 5470.01 0.0416 1.85 431.90 642
NB2-BCART (5) 1041.102 0.0144 5468.68 0.0352 2.50 441.82 661
NB2-BCART (6) 1041.094 0.0151 5468.35 0.0390 2.58 492.19 721
ZIP1-BCART (4) 1041.102 0.0150 5469.07 0.0383 1.91 548.29 827
ZIP1-BCART (5) 1041.087 0.0138 5468.39 0.0316 2.56 524.84 792
ZIP1-BCART (6) 1041.075 0.0142 5468.02 0.0362 2.60 569.21 889
ZIP2-BCART (4) 1041.054 0.0145 5468.25 0.0279 2.20 561.98 840
ZIP2-BCART (5) 1041.038 0.0136 5468.01 0.0241 2.72 570.40 851
ZIP2-BCART (6) 1041.025 0.0141 5467.81 0.0271 2.79 589.24 892

In addition to the performance measures, we also record the computation time (in seconds)

and memory usage (in megabytes); see the last two columns of Table 16. All computations were

performed on a laptop with Processor (3.5 GHz Dual-Core Intel Core i7) and Memory (16 GB 2133

MHz LPDDR3). Clearly, BCART models are far inferior to CARTs and GLM in these two respects

and as the number of latent variables increases (from P-BCART to NB-CART to ZIP-BCART) these

indicators become worse, but we think with such a large training data these are still acceptable and

feasible to use in practice. We remark that there have been prior endeavors to address computing

issues; see, e.g., [59–61]. We believe these two indicators will be improved after our code is optimized

in the future.

We conclude this section with some discussions on the stability of the proposed BCART models.

Stability is a notion in computational learning theory of how the output of a machine learning

algorithm is perturbed by small changes to its inputs. A stable learning algorithm is one for which

the prediction does not change much when training data is modified slightly; see, e.g., [62] and

references therein. CART models are known to be unstable. It is thus interesting to examine

whether the proposed BCART models can be more stable. To this end, we propose the following

approach to assess the stability of the P-CART and ZIP2-BCART (as the best) models.

• Randomly divide the data into two parts, 80% for training and 20% for testing.

• Randomly select 90% of training data for 20 times to construct 20 training subsets, named

Data1, Data2, . . . , Data20.
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• Obtain the optimal tree from P-CART and ZIP2-CART, respectively, for each training set

Dataj , j = 1, . . . , 20.

• Use the previously obtained trees to get predictions for test data. For each observation in

test data, we will have 20 predictions from the 20 P-CART trees for which we calculate the

variance, and do the same for the 20 ZIP2-BCART trees to get a variance.

• Calculate the mean (over the observations in test data) of those variances for P-CART and

ZIP2-BCART, respectively.

Since variance can capture the amount of variability, we shall use the above obtained mean to assess

the stability (in their predicting ability) of a tree-based model. Namely, the smaller the mean the

more stable the model that was used to calculate it. We apply it to the dataCar insurance data,

the calculated mean for P-CART is 9.319339×10−5 and for ZIP2-BCART is 6.896231×10−5. This

implies that ZIP2-BCART is more stable than P-CART. Additionally, we also compare the 20 trees

from P-CART, where we can observe very different trees in terms of number of terminal nodes

(ranging from 3 to 8) and splitting variables selected in the trees. Whereas, the 20 trees from

ZIP2-BCART also show some stability in terms of number of terminal nodes (all around 5) and

splitting variables selected. The same procedure has also been applied to other BCART models and

the conclusions are almost the same. Therefore, we conclude from our studies that the proposed

BCART models in this paper show some stability that the CART models may not possess.

5 Summary and discussions

This work proposes the use of BCART models for insurance pricing, and in particular, claims fre-

quency prediction. These tree-based models can automatically perform variable selection and detect

non-linear effects and possible interactions among explanatory variables. The obtained optimal trees

are relatively accurate, stable and are straightforward to interpret by a visualization of the tree struc-

ture. These are desirable aspects for insurance pricing. We have introduced the framework of the

BCART models and presented MCMC algorithms for general non-Gaussian distributed data where

data augmentation may be needed in its implementation. We have included BCART models for

Poisson, NB and ZIP distributions, which are the commonly used distributions for claims frequency.

For the NB and ZIP models, we explored two different ways to deal with exposures. Remarkably,

we conclude from the simulation examples and real data analysis that the non-standard ways of

embedding exposures can provide us with better tree models, which is in line with the conclusions

of [29, 30]. Furthermore, we introduced a tree model selection approach based on DIC, which has

been seen to be an effective approach using both simulation examples and real insurance data. In

particular, we conclude from the real insurance data analysis that the ZIP-BCART with exposure

embedded in the zero mass component is the best candidate for claims frequency modelling. It

is worth remarking that a general zero-inflated NB BCART can be implemented and may further

improve the accuracy, but this will require more latent variables to be introduced and will make the

convergence of MCMC algorithm harder/slower; see [24] for some insights.
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Below we comment on potential further improvements of the BCART models for claims frequency

modelling.

• In the MCMC algorithms we have only used four common proposals, namely, Grow, Prune,

Change, and Swap, which have made the algorithm to quickly converge to a local optimal

region. In order to make it better explore the tree space, other proposals such as those in [40,

45] can be suggested to improve the mixing of simulated trees. However, we suspect this will

significantly increase the computational time, particularly, for high-dimensional large data set

and for models requiring data augmentation. To mitigate this effect, we might consider to use

a non-uniform choice of splitting variables in the tree prior so as to achieve a better variable

selection, e.g., the Dirichlet prior proposed in [38].

• The proposed models have imposed several assumptions in order to simplify calculations.

For example, we used conjugate prior for the terminal node distributions, and additional

independence assumption as in (4) and (45). To further improve the analysis, it might be

beneficial to incorporate different specifications of the prior for the same distribution scenario

without using conjugate priors or independence, while this may require other techniques such

as Laplace approximation (see [35]). We refer also to [63] for an interesting incorporation of

some hierarchical priors.

• We have proposed to use a single (optimal) tree induced from the BCART models for claims

frequency prediction. The main reason for this choice is, as we discussed in the introduction,

for ease of interpretation. Since stakeholders and regulators may not be statisticians who are

able to understand very complex statistical models, a single tree offers intuitive and visual

results to them. Although we have proposed an approach to find one single optimal tree, some

sub-optimal trees (in the convergence region of the MCMC) which possess similar/different

tree structures, may also be as informative as the single optimal tree and should not be simply

ignored. Further research can be done in this direction to make better use of the posterior

trees by clustering or merging them; see, e.g., [64, 65].

• To further improve the accuracy of these Bayesian tree-based models we could explore BART

for claims frequency modelling. The BART models are tree ensembles; each tree in BART

only accounts for a small part of the overall fit, potentially improving the performance, but

model interpretability needs to be explored before it can be used for insurance pricing. To this

end, we believe some insights from [4] would be helpful.

In this paper, we have focused on insurance claims frequency. A natural next step is to construct

a full insurance pricing BCART model, including both claims frequency and severity.
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